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O
n Feb. 19, 1980 Reagan presented his four
part program to fight inflation and get the 
economy moving again. "This plan," he said, 
"is aimed at reducing the growth in govern
ment spending and taxing, reforming and 

eliminating regulations which are unnecessary and un-
productive or counter-productive, and encouraging a 
consistent monetary policy aimed at maintaining the 
value of the currency." Summing up near the end of his 
speech, he said, "For. too long now, we've removed from 
our people the decision on how to dispose of what they 
created. We have strayed from first principles. We must 
alter our course." 

This course altering is the pious wish to return from 
Keynesianism to the "first principles" of the good old 
days of laissez-faire caJ?italism - of free markets unfet
tered by government intervention. This has now been 
resurrected by the new administration in the catch-phrase 
of supply-side economics. Now their problem is to put it 
to work. There, as they say, is the rub. As we shall show, 
it is impossible to implement this return to the past. 

Government Intervention to Stem 
Vulnerability to Collapse 

The problem of making the free-market rhetoric jibe 
with reality has surfaced in a recent exchange of views be
tween budget director Stockman and Treasury Secretary 
Regan. "The idea that's been established over the last ten 
years that almost every service that someone might need 
in life ought to be provided, financed by the government 
as a matter of basic right, is wrong," said Stockman on 
ABC's "Issues and Answers." The next day, Reagan 

begged to disagree. "I think Dave went a little too far in 
that statement," said he at a news conference. "When 
people are in need or unemployed, they can expect that 
government will help them." Contradicting supply side 
rhetoric, Reagan assured hard-hit savings banks and sav
ings and loan associations that the government was stan
ding by to help them "if the system needed to be stabiliz
ed." 

Reagan's "correction" flows not from benevolence 
but necessity. Today more than ever the monopoly 
capitalist class is faced with a thoroughly stagnant 
economy threatening day by day to collapse. Any single 
collapse of a major corporation or bank could set off a 
chain reaction that would draw down others into an abyss 
from which none could escape. The·u.s. economy is in
flammable, volatile, fragile as never before. 

The reason is that corporations, banks and con
sumers are in a financial crisis that dwarfs anything seen 
before, during or after the great crash of 1929. And ram
pant speculation on a scale never before seen in this coun
try has pushed the vulnerability to collapse to an even 
higher level than the 1930s. 

The collapse of the silver market last year and the 
role of billionaire speculators like the Hunt brothers is a 
case in point. The effects on the drop of silver prices, 
stemming from the inability of the Hunts to pay their 
margin calls, threatened to start a collapse of the major 
brokerage houses and banks that lent money based on 
silver .• As silver prices fell, more margin calls would have 
been put out and led to more defaults. This would lead to 
a chain reaction collapse of brokerage houses and banks, 
dragging the rest of the economy with it. Reacting to this 
crisis, Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker was forced to 
arrange a loan of up to 800 million dollars to the Hunts 
by a group of the nation's largest banks - precisely to 
prevent the collapse. By comparison, the speculation 
which triggered the collapse of 1929 was relatively nar
row. Now the threat comes not from one source, but 
many.' 
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